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Frame for bicycle, connector and bicycle

The present invention relates to a frame for a bicy

cle comprising a tube construction for providing fastening

options for further parts of the vehicle, such as a steer-

ing pen, saddle pen and fastening means for a rear wheel.

Furthermore, the present invention relates to a bicycle

comprising the frame according to the present invention.

It is a purpose of the present invention to provide

novelty features relating to arranging of accessories or

parts providing functional improvements to the bicycle in

a frame. To this end, the present invention comprises a

frame for a bicycle comprising a tube construction for

providing fastening options for further parts of the vehi

cle, such as a steering pen, saddle pen and fastening

means for a rear wheel, the tube construction comprising:

- a top tube, substantially extending in horizontal

direction,

- a saddle tube, downwardly extending from a tube in

tersection with the top tube, from a fastening to the top

tube at a substantially rear side thereof,

- a bottom tube, extending from a tube intersection

with the saddle tube at substantially an underside of the

saddle tube towards a connection at the top tube forwardly

arranged relative to the fastening of the settled tube to

the top tube,

- a head tube arranged at an angle by means of a tube

intersection connected to the top tube,

- wherein the bottom tube extends to a predetermined

distance above the upper side of the top tube, crossing

the top tube at a tube intersection, and wherein the head

tube is fastened to the bottom tube above the top tube.

An advantage according to the present invention is

that with application of a relatively low top tube, also a



relatively long bottom tube can be provided or applied.

Because of this, it becomes possible to provide the rela

tively long bottom tube with and also relatively long bat

tery with a complementary relatively high capacity. Such a

relatively long battery is possible because the bottom

tube extends from substantially the crankshaft tube tool

in height past the top side of the top tube because of

which a relatively long bottom tube is provided relative

to a bottom tube that is known from the prior art that ex-

tends up to the bottom side of the top tube. Alterna

tively, it is possible to provide a relatively long bat

tery with a relatively high capacity in the top tube, Bert

for convenience of use, it is preferred to utilize the top

tube for a number of other functions that require a user

interface. With this, provision of the user interface in

the top tube is advantageous for reachability.

A further advantage according to the present inven

tion is that by means of such a frame, a bicycle can be

provided with a relatively low top tube relative to the

handlebar and or the saddle. Because of this, it becomes

for example possible to provide a complex bicycle with us

ability for relatively short and relatively tall people.

It is further possible to achieve the distance between the

saddle and the top tube with such large dimensions that

the bicycle may also be regarded as a lady bike while a

generally horizontal top tube is applied.

According to a first preferred embodiment according

to the present invention, the bottom tube is arranged for

receiving of a drive battery for providing energy to a

drive engine of the bicycle, wherein preferably the drive

battery extends crossing the top tube. With this, in the

above named advantages are achieved. Preferably, the bot

tom tube is arranged for providing a cylindrical space



that extends from the bottom side of the bottom tube to

the herbicide of the bottom tube.

According to a further preferred embodiment, the in

terior of the bottom tube defines a continuous receiving

space, preferably extending from a access opening at the

bottom side of the bottom tube, for receiving in this re

ceiving space of at least one utility component for the

purpose of providing a function to the bicycle. The rear

side of the top tube preferably defines a receiving space

in a similar manner extending from an access opening at

the rear side thereof. Further preferably, the front side

of the top tube defines a receiving space extending from

an access opening at the front side thereof.

A further preferred embodiment relates to a frame and

or a bicycle comprising the frame, wherein a drive battery

is suitable for providing energy to a drive engine of the

bicycle is arrangeable, or is arranged, in the bottom

tube. With this, the said advantage of availability of the

battery is achieved.

According to a further preferred embodiment, the

crankshaft tube is arranged at the front side and or at

the bottom side of the bottom tube. Because of this, the

advantage is provided that an arrangement of the crank

shaft tube relative to the bottom tube provides remaining

axes to the bottom tube, such as receiving space therein.

A further advantage that is provided is that the bottom

tube can extend further downwardly behind the crankshaft

tube then when these ends at the substantially top side of

the crankshaft tube such as is known in the prior art. Be-

cause of this, the available length for applying of a bat

tery is further enlarged relative to defined enlargement

in the above of this length above the top tube.



According to a further preferred embodiment, the top

tube is thicker than the bottom tube and wherein at the

tube intersection between the top tube and the bottom

tube, the bottom tube extends through the top tube. Alter-

natively, hereby the bottom tube is thicker than the top

tube and wherein at the tube intersection between the top

tube and the bottom tube the top tube extends through the

bottom tube. Because of this, a passage from one tube

through the other tube is realized because of which a con-

nection, such as a welding connection can be achieved with

a high of firmness, such as by means of a large contact

surface of the welding connection with both tubes.

According to a further preferred embodiment, the top

tube, preferably at the tube intersection with the bottom

tube, is provided with a thickening, expansion, flare or

swelling. With this, space is provided at the inside of

the wall of the tube at the location of this thickening,

expansion, flare or swelling. This space is usable for

busing therethrough of at least a cable, such as for the

purpose of connecting components that are located at oppo

site sides of the tube intersection.

Alternatively, hereby the bottom tube, preferably at

the tube intersection with the top tube, is provided with

a thickening, expansion, widening or swelling. This also

provides such a defined advantage.

For the purpose of providing an alternative passage

for a cable or connector, further preferably at a tube in

tersection, the thinner tube is provided with an opening

for forming of a passage through this opening in the lon-

gitudinal direction of the thicker tube. Because at the

location of the opening, material is removed, the cable

can be guided through the space that was previously taken

up by the removed material. An alternative optional way of



providing a passage for a cable by means of providing an

opening through the thinner tube is made by means of, a

preferably transverse, through opening or by means of a

removal of material from the wall of their thinner tube.

In case for example only at one side of the tube a passage

is required, a removal at that side suffices.

According to a further preferred embodiment, the tube

intersection between the top tube and the head tube com

prises a passage, such as an opening for passing through

of a cable, such as the energy supply cable for the drive

engine. By incorporating such a cable invisibly at the in

side of the frame, safety is raised because of the high

energy that is guided through such a cable. Furthermore,

reliability is raised because the cable in the frame is

substantially protected.

Further preferably, the top tube comprises flat sur

face for thereto, on or in arranging of a utility compo

nent, such as a control panel or a display. Further pref

erably, the bottom tube is an accessory tube that is ar-

ranged for arranging therein subsystems of the vehicle.

With further preference, the top tube is an accessory tube

that is arranged for arranging therein of subsystems of

the vehicle for providing additional functionality to the

vehicle. With this, it is advantageously achieved that a

number of utility components advantageously are arrangea-

ble at predetermined locations in or at a respective frame

tube for providing functionality to the bicycle in an ad

vantageous and safe manner and robust manner.

Depending on measurements or design, the top tube

further preferably extends relative to the horizontal at

an angle of maximally 20°, preferably maximally 15°, fur

ther preferably maximally 10°, further preferably maxi

mally 5°.



According to a further preferred embodiment, the

frame comprises a bicycle connector for connecting with a

first cassette contact of a first bicycle cassette, the

bicycle connector comprising:

- a first connector contact, comprising a number of

connector poles, for connecting with the first cassette

contact,

- at least one output contact for connecting with a

respective subsystem,

- wherein the bicycle connector is arrangeable in the

respective first tube element of the tube assembly.

Hereby, an important advantage is that at least a

part of the subsystems of the bicycle are mutually con-

nectable in a simple manner by means of the interconnec-

tion between a connector contact of the bicycle connector

and a cassette contact of the bicycle cassette. Further

preferably, the cassette contact is connected with the

connector contact as simple plug contact connection. There

with, all contacts are made via a simple operation.

A further report advantage here with is that a bicy

cle that is provided with a relative large of subsystems

can be produced, assembled or maintained in a simple man

ner .

Furthermore, a central processing unit becomes cou-

pleable in an advantageous and simple manner with each of

the subsystems.

According to a further preferred embodiment, the

frame comprises the bicycle connector for connecting with

a first and a second cassette contact of the first bicycle

cassette and a second bicycle cassette, the bicycle con

nector comprising:



- a second connector contact, comprising a number of

second contact poles, for connecting with the second cas

sette contact,

- a number of pole connectors, such as comprising

wires, for connecting of at least a part of the number of

first contact poles of the first cassette contact with at

least a part of the second contact poles of the second

connector contact.

By means of such a preferred embodiment, it becomes

possible in an advantageous manner provide an electrical

connection between two tube elements of a bicycle, such as

preferably between the top tube and the bottom tube. It is

realized there with that a bicycle cassette in the top

tube is connectable with a cassette in the bottom tube by

means of a simple connector connection, such as similar to

a plug connection. Connections between all tube elements

of a bicycle are also provided within the understanding of

the present invention and preferred embodiment.

An especially advantageous variant is the variant ar-

ranged in the top tube a central processing unit of the

bicycle is arrangeable in a top tube cassette as variant

of the bicycle cassette and in the bottom tube of the bi

cycle, a bottom tube cassette as variant of the bicycle

cassette is arrangeable. There with, the top tube cassette

and the bottom tube cassette are mutually connectable by

means of the bicycle connector that as the first cassette

contact in the top tube and the second cassette contact in

the bottom tube. With placement of the top tube cassette

or the bottom tube cassette, neatly all required connec-

tions between the cassettes and with further subsystems of

the bicycle are made when the contact poles mutually in

terconnect .



According to a further preferred embodiment, the bi

cycle connector comprises a bridge element for mutually

connecting of the first connector contact with the second

connector contact, preferably for the purpose of providing

a mutual orientation. It is advantageous when of the

placement of the bicycle connector, the contacts are ar

ranged in a suitable orientation for making contact with

the first and or the second cassette contact. Furthermore,

such a bridge provides dimensional stability to a combina-

tion of the first connector contact and the second con

nector contact for the purpose of easy handling thereof.

Furthermore, such a bridge provides strength to a bicycle

connector for protecting of the pole connectors.

According to a further preferred embodiment, the

first connector contact and/or the second connector con

tact comprises contact poles for the purpose of transfer

ring a charging current to a battery and/or a charging

current to a drive motor of the bicycle. With this, it be

comes for example possible to arrange a charging contact

in a different tube element than the tube element in which

the accumulator or battery is arranged, while the ad

vantages of the bicycle connector or bicycle with bicycle

connector according to the present invention maintain.

Further preferably, the first connector contact and/or the

second connector contact comprises contact poles for the

purpose of transferring of an information signal or a con

trol signal from a subsystem or to a subsystem. Further

preferably, the bicycle comprises a combination of contact

poles for the purpose of a charging current and contact

poles for the purpose of an information signal or a con

trol signal. Advantages thereof are indicated in the

above .



For the purpose of a reliable placement of the cas

sette, the bicycle connector comprises guide means for

guiding and or centering of the respective connector con

tact during mutual connection of the respective cassette

contact and connector contact. With for example sliding in

of the cassette in a tube element, such guide means are

functional with the so-called' seeking' of contacts. Also

the guide means provide a mutual firmness while the bicy

cle connector and the respective cassette are arranged in

a mutual connection or position of use.

According to a further preferred embodiment, the con

tacts comprise pen contacts or ball contacts.

The mutual relative sizing of the bicycle connector

and at least one tube element is further preferably such

that the bicycle connector is passable through this tube

element. This feature provides an advantage with placement

or mounting of the bicycle connector in a tube element or

in an intersection between 2 adjacent tube elements.

Further preferably, the bicycle connector is here

with passable towards a coupling or bend between this tube

element and a second tube element for arrangement at the

location of this coupling or bend for the purpose of

providing a connector connection between the first tube

element and the second tube element by means of the bicy-

cle connector. With this, specifically the connection be

tween two adjacent tube elements is achieved.

For the purpose of a connection between the top tube

and the bottom tube, further preferably the first cassette

contact is functionally arrangeable in the top tube of the

bicycle, and wherein the second cassette contact is func

tionally arrangeable in the bottom tube of the bicycle.

With this, it is provided that the mutual arrangement is

also implementable in an inverse manner, for example for



arrangement of a battery in the top tube and a control

unit in the bottom tube.

For the purpose of a stable mounting, the bicycle

further preferably comprises fastening means for fastening

of the bicycle connector in a functional position. Such a

stable fastening provides as advantage that the connector

contact is fixable for receiving of a cassette contact.

For the purpose of mounting in the tube element, the

fastening means are arranged such that these are operable

from the bottom side and or the top side of the head tube.

To this end, preferably a screw connection is provided

with a thread in or at the fastening means such as at the

rich of the bicycle connector.

Further preferably, first and second cassette contact

are each arranged for a respective connection function, or

wherein the first and second cassette contact are identi

cal. Depending on the application, cassettes with identi

cal connectors or cassettes with 2 different functions are

applied, such as one for a control unit, and one for a

battery.

Further preferably, the tube element with therein ar-

rangeable bicycle cassette have a mutual guiding shape

such that the cassette is only arrangeable in the tube el

ement in an orientation fitting with finding connection

between the cassette contact and the connector contact.

With this, a suitable orientation between the cassette

contact and the connector contact is advantageously

achieved .

A further aspect according to the present invention

relates to a bicycle connector according to the present

invention for a bicycle according to one or more of the

preceding claims, comprising:



- a first connector contact, comprising a number of

contact poles, for connecting with the first cassette con

tact,

- at least in output contact for connecting with a

respective subsystem,

- wherein the bicycle connector is arrangeable in the

respective first tube element of the tube assembly.

Such aspect provides advantages as indicated in rela

tion to the above aspect.

According to a first preferred embodiment, such a bi

cycle connector comprises:

- a second connector contact, comprising a number of

second contact poles, for connecting with the second cas

sette contact,

- a number of pole connectors, such as comprising

wires, for connecting of at least a part of the first con

tact poles of the first cassette contact with at least a

part of the number of second contact poles of the second

connector contact.

According to a further preferred embodiment, such a

bicycle connector comprises a bridge element element for

mutually connecting of the first connector contact with

the second connector contact, preferably for the purpose

of providing a mutual orientation.

A further aspect according to the invention relates

to a bicycle cassette for holding at least a first of a

number of subsystems, such as a control unit of the bicy

cle for providing of a respective function to the bicycle,

wherein the first bicycle cassette:

- is arrangeable in at least a first tube element of

the tube assembly,

- comprises a first cassette contact, comprising a

number of contact poles, that is coupleable internally in



the first bicycle cassette with the at least first of the

number of subsystems.

A further preferred embodiment relates to such a bi

cycle cassette, wherein the bicycle cassette:

- is arrangeable in at least a second tube element of

the tube assembly,

- comprises a second cassette contact, comprising a

number of contact poles, that is coupleable internally

with at least a further of the number of subsystems.

A further aspect according to the present invention

relates to a bicycle comprising a frame according to the

present invention. This aspect has similar advantages as

described in the above in relation to the above aspect.

Further advantages, features and details of the pre-

sent invention will be further elucidated on the basis of

a description of one or more embodiments with reference to

the accompanying figures. Similar yet not necessarily

identical parts of different preferred embodiments are in

dicated with the same reference numerals.

Fig. 1 relates to a schematic representation in side

view of a first preferred embodiment according to the pre

sent invention.

Fig. 2 relates to a schematic representation in side

view of a further preferred embodiment according to the

present invention.

Fig. 3-14 relates to a further schematic representa

tions .

Fig. 15 relates to 3 schematic representations in

side view of a further preferred embodiment according to

the present invention.

Fig. 16 relates to a schematic representation in side

view of a further preferred embodiment.



Fig. 17 relates to a schematic representation of a

detail of the preferred embodiment according to Fig. 15 in

perspective view.

Fig. 18 relates to a schematic representation of a

further preferred embodiment in perspective view.

A first preferred embodiment according to the present

invention relates to a frame one. This frame comprises a

tube construction comprising a bottom tube 3 , a top tube

2 , a head tube 4 and a saddle tube 5 , with also a bottom

stay 6 and a top stay 7 .

The tubes are preferably welded together and are

preferably aluminum tubes that are welded by means of alu

minum welding. Hereby, tube intersections are formed where

the tubes are crossing each other and welded together. The

tube interconnection 10 is formed by the top tube with the

saddle tube. The tube intersection 8 is formed by the top

tube and the bottom tube. The tube intersection 9 is

formed by the head tube with the top tube. The tube inter

section 11 is formed by the saddle tube with the bottom

tube. The tube intersection 12 is formed by the head tube

with the bottom tube. The naming of the bottom tube is

chosen based on the history of naming tubes of a substan

tially triangular frame. The present invention relates to

a frame comprising an X shape wherein the X is formed by

the bottom tube and the top tube. It is an important ob

ject of the X shape to have the bottom tube extend to

above the top tube in order to provide a relatively long

bottom tube for being able to accommodate a relatively

long battery. Further goals and advantages are described

in the above.

To this end, at the location of the tube intersec

tion, material of a tube is removed such that it does not

extend in the inner space of the tube intersection.



Because of this, for example a battery pack can be slid in

the tube while this is not hindered by a crossing tube at

the location of a tube intersection. Providing of such an

hindered passage is not a requirement with all tube inter-

sections. In many preferred embodiments, the bottom tube

extends at the location of the tube intersection with the

top tube. Because of this, a certain firmness of the bot

tom tube is maintained at the location of the tube inter

section with the top tube.

A battery pack 31 is arranged in Fig. 1 in the bottom

tube 3 . The battery pack has a length that is much bigger

than when the bottom tube would merely extend from above

the crankshaft tube 32 to a bottom side of the top tube 2 .

Under application of for example a bicycle with rela-

tively small wheels, such as 24 inch, 22 inch, 20 inch, 18

inch, 16 inch, it is a with realized that the top tube can

be arranged at a relatively small distance from the top

side of the wheels in the frame. Because of this, ad

vantages of the bike for ladies may be provided to a frame

with a design of a bike for men with a horizontally ex

tending continuous top tube.

In the top tube, a connector assembly 21 is arranged

in the part of the top tube between the bottom tube and

the head tube. Connector openings are arranged at the lo-

cation of an opening 22 at the bottom side of the top

tube. Further components that are arranged in the top tube

relate to a board computer 24 and a battery control cas

sette 23. At the rear side, a rear light 26 is attached

and at the front side a front light 25 is attached. The

several components that are arranged in the top tube are

mutually connected by means of cables 17, 18. Cable 18

fulfills the purpose of connecting the battery with the



drive motor 8 that is arranged in the front wheel and is

thus guided through the head tube.

For the purpose of passing of the cable through the

top tube along the bottom tube and or along the battery

pack, a number of alternative passage openings are pro

vided .

Shown is the widening 51 (Fig. 6 ) of the top tube at

the location of the tube intersection. Because of this, it

becomes possible to to guide the cable outside the bottom

tube there-past. Alternatively, a removal 54 (Fig. 3 ) of

material in the top tube is shown at one or both sides

thereof. A removal 54 at both sides of the bottom tube is

realized by providing of a through bore forming the re

moval. With this, at both sides of the bottom tube a cable

can be guided through the top tube. A combination of the

thickening 51 with the removal 54 naturally provides rela

tively more space for passing of the cables.

In an alternative manner, it is possible to thicken

the bottom tube relative to the top tube. In such case,

the thickening 51 is provided in the bottom tube and the

removal is created in the top tube that is guided through

the bottom tube in such case at the location of the tube

intersection .

Furthermore, it is provided that a through opening in

the longitudinal direction of the top tube is realized in

the bottom tube. Through such an opening, cables are pass

able .

Alternatively, it is possible to provide both tubes

at the location of a tube crossing with a thickening 51.

Because of this, the full space within the tube crossing

is enlarged which enables passing through of cables along

for example a battery pack that is arranged through the

tube intersection.



The several preferred embodiments of Fig. 6-14 are

both shown in sideview as in top view in the variants of a

similarly thick bottom tube and top tube, a thicker top

tube then bottom tube and a thicker bottom tube then top

tube .

In Fig. 15, a frame is shown comprising a bicycle

connector 90 for arrangement in an intersection between a

top tube 2 and a bottom tube 3 at the head tube . The bi

cycle connector 90 comprises a first connector contact 91

and a second connector contact 92. The first connector

contacts 91 serves the purpose of connecting with a cas

sette 23' for arranging thereof in the top tube 2 . The

second connector contact 92 serves for connecting with a

cassette 31' for arrangement thereof in bottom tube 3 .

The top tube cassette 23' comprises a cassette con

tact 91' for connecting with a connector contact 91. The

bottom tube 31' comprises a cassette contact (not shown)

for correspondingly connecting with the connector contact

92 .

The bottom tube cassette comprises a battery or accu

mulator for driving the bicycle by means of an electrical

engine. Furthermore, the bottom tube cassette comprises a

battery management system for optimality charging and dis

charging of the battery during use thereof and during

charging thereof.

The top tube cassette 23' comprises a control unit 4

controlling of or co-functioning with several subsystems

of the bicycle, such as a drive engine or a sensor

therein, lock with sensor and solenoid therein, bell or

horn function, bell button or horn button and or a tachom

eter. The pens of connector contact 91 and connector con

tact 92 have a function as follows.



Poles 40 provide power to a three-phase engine. Poles

41 relate to the negative pole of the battery. The poles

42 relate to the positive pole of the battery. The pole 50

relates to the pole for charging of the battery, as well

as the poles 51 and 52. The pole 53 relates to a TX pole

for communication with the battery. The pole 54 relates to

an RX pole for communication with the battery. The pole 55

relates to an earth pole for the battery. The pole 56 re

lates to a fivefold VCC for the battery. The poles 57, 58

connect with the bell button. The poles 59, 60 connect

with a boost button for raising the engine power of the

drive engine of the bicycle. The poles 61, 62, 63 connect

ing with a hall sensor of the engine. The poles 64, 65

connected with an engine of a further subsystem. The pole

66 connects with a temperature sensor of the engine. The

poles 67, 68 and 69 are as yet empty. The poles 70, 71,

72, 73 connect with a bicycle lock, a solenoid and a sen

sor switch thereof. The poles 74, 75, 76, 77 connect with

a whole sensor of the tachometer of the crankshaft. The

ball 78 connects with an earth of the tachometer of the

crankshaft. The poles 80, 81 connect with the from plight

of the bicycle.

Herewith, examples are provided of connections of the

poles of the connector contact. The front end of the top

tube cassette 23' comprises the cassette contact 61'

thereof. The cassette contact 9 ' comprises poles or bends

in correspondence with the poles as described with the

connector contact one according to Fig. 2 . Also the bottom

tube cassette comprises poles in correspondence with the

poles of the corresponding connector contact.

Because of this, according to the present invention,

it becomes possible to easily place and or replace a cas

sette by sliding the same in the respective tube until the



contacts are in mutual connection or inserted therein in a

correct manner. Because of this, it is advantageously re

alized that all subsystems are connected with the cas

sette, the subsystems therein and or under central control

of the bicycle in the top tube cassette, with a single

connection operation. Also, it is provided that the func

tions of the cassette are applied in reverse, such that

the battery is arranged in the top tube order control unit

is arranged in the bottom tube. It is furthermore provided

that such a bicycle connector is embodied single sidedly

for the variant that merely a bottom tube cassette or a

top tube cassette is applied in the bicycle. This is for

example the case in case a bicycle has a control unit, but

for example does not have a drive motor with a thereto be-

longing battery or accumulator.

The connector is provided with a guiding edge 94, 94'

for guiding of ribs 93, 93' of the front end of the cas

sette or of the cassette contact. Because of this, it is

realized that pressing of the cassette such that the poles

come into contact with each other can only be performed

when the mutual orientation is sufficiently accurate. With

this, also a 'seeking' function is provided for the pur

pose of correctly inserting of the contacts of the cas

sette in the context of the bicycle connector and vice

versa, depending of the orientation of the male/female

connections that are also considered reversibly.

It is furthermore shown how the bicycle connector is

inserted into the frame (Fig. 5 ) . The bicycle connector is

entered into the bottom tube from the bottom side and a

brightly until the intersection between the bottom tube

and the top tube where it is fastened by means of screw

fastening 97. After the simple fastening operation by

means of the screw fastening, the connector is ready for



receiving of the respective cassette contacts. The screw

fastening is advantageously achievable by means of the top

opening 98 and the bottom opening 98' of the head tube 4 .

For the purpose of mutual orientation of the con-

nector contact, a bridge 26 is provided in which the con

nector contacts are fastened. Furthermore, the bridge is

provided with a thread for the purpose of the screw fas

tening 's 97 .

For the purpose of connecting of the connector con-

tacts with the subsystems outside the top tube cassette

and the bottom tube cassette, wires are provided extending

from the respective poles to the respective subsystems.

A tube intersection for two tubes from a tube con

struction of a frame for preferably a bicycle comprising

two tubes that are crossing each other, wherein either at

least one of the crossing tubes, preferably the thinner

one, is provided with an opening for forming of a passage

through this opening in the longitudinal direction of the

thicker tube, or at least one of the two tubes at the lo-

cation of the tube intersection is provided with a thick

ening, expansion, widening or swelling. Tube intersections

according to the last sentence comprise any feature ac

cording to this description and or the attached claims

thereof .

The present invention is described in the foregoing

on the basis of several preferred embodiments. Different

aspects of different embodiments can be combined, wherein

all combinations which can be made by a skilled person on

the basis of this document must be included. These pre-

ferred embodiments are not limitative for the scope of

protection of this document. The rights sought are defined

in the appended claims.



CLAIMS

1 . Frame for a bicycle comprising a tube construction

for providing fastening options for further parts of the

vehicle, such as a steering pen, saddle pen and fastening

means for a rear wheel, the tube construction comprising:

- a top tube, substantially extending in horizontal

direction,

- a saddle tube, downwardly extending from a tube in-

tersection with the top tube, from a fastening to the top

tube at a substantially rear side thereof,

- a bottom tube, extending from a tube intersection

with the saddle tube at substantially an underside of the

saddle tube towards a connection at the top tube forwardly

arranged relative to the fastening of the settled tube to

the top tube,

- a head tube arranged at an angle by means of a tube

intersection connected to the top tube,

- wherein the bottom tube extends to a predetermined

distance above the upper side of the top tube, crossing

the top tube at a tube intersection, and wherein the head

tube is fastened to the bottom tube above the top tube.

2 . Frame for a bicycle according to claim 1 wherein

the bottom tube is arranged for receiving of a drive bat

tery for providing energy to a drive engine of the bicy

cle, wherein preferably the drive battery extends crossing

the top tube .

3 . Frame for a bicycle according to claim one or

claim 2 , in which the interior of the bottom tube defines

a continuous receiving space, preferably extending from a

access opening at the bottom side of the bottom tube, for



receiving in this receiving space of at least one utility

component for the purpose of providing a function to the

bicycle .

4 . Frame according to one or more of the preceding

claims wherein the rear side of the top tube defines a re

ceiving space extending from an access opening at the rear

side thereof.

5 . Frame according to one or more of the preceding

claims wherein the front side of the top tube defines a

receiving space extending from an access opening at the

front side thereof.

6 . Frame according to one or more of the preceding

claims wherein a drive battery is suitable for providing

energy to a drive engine of the bicycle is arrangeable, or

is arranged, in the bottom tube.

7 . Frame according to one or more of the preceding

claims wherein a crankshaft tube is arranged at the front

side and or bottom side of the bottom tube.

8 . Frame according to one or more of the preceding

claims, in which the top tube is thicker than the bottom

tube and wherein at the tube intersection between the top

tube and the bottom tube, the bottom tube extends through

the top tube .

9 . Frame according to one or more of the preceding

claims, in which the bottom tube is thicker than the top

tube and wherein at the tube intersection between the top



tube and the bottom tube the top tube extends through the

bottom tube.

10. Frame according to one or more of the preceding

claims wherein the top tube, preferably at the tube inter

section with the bottom tube, is provided with a thicken

ing, expansion, flare or swelling.

11. Frame according to one or more of the preceding

claims wherein the bottom tube, preferably at the tube in

tersection with the top tube, is provided with a thicken

ing, expansion, flare or swelling.

12. Frame according to one or more of the preceding

claims, in which at a tube intersection, the thinner tube

is provided with an opening for forming of a passage

through this opening in the longitudinal direction of the

thicker tube.

13. Frame according to claim 12, in which the opening

in the thinner tube is made by means of, a preferably

transverse, through opening or by means of a removal of

material from the wall of their thinner tube.

14. Frame according to one or more of the preceding

claims wherein the tube intersection between the top tube

and the head tube comprises a passage, such as an opening

for passing through of a cable, such as the energy supply

cable for the drive engine.

15. Frame according to one or more of the preceding

claims, wherein the top tube comprises a deepening or re

cess for arranging therein of a utility component, such as



a control panel or display, preferably substantially

aligned flush with the surface of the top tube.

16. Frame according to one or more of the preceding

claims, wherein the top tube has a flat surface for

thereto, on or in arranging of a utility component, such

as a control panel or a display.

17. Frame according to one or more of the preceding

claims wherein the bottom tube is an accessory tube that

is arranged for arranging therein subsystems of the vehi

cle .

18. Frame according to one or more of the preceding

claims, wherein the top tube is an accessory tube that is

arranged for arranging therein of subsystems of the vehi

cle for providing additional functionality to the vehicle

19. Frame according to one or more of the preceding

claims wherein the top tube extends relative to the hori

zontal at an angle of maximally 20°, preferably maximally

15°, further preferably maximally 10°, further preferably

maximally 5°.

20. Frame according to one or more of the preceding

claims comprising a bicycle connector for connecting with

a first cassette contact of a first bicycle cassette, the

bicycle connector comprising:

- a first connector contact, comprising a number of

connector poles, for connecting with the first cassette

contact,

- at least one output contact for connecting with a

respective subsystem,



- wherein the bicycle connector is arrangeable in the

respective first tube element of the tube assembly.

21. Frame according to one or more of the preceding

claims comprising the bicycle connector for connecting

with a first and a second cassette contact of the first

bicycle cassette and a second bicycle cassette, the bicy

cle connector comprising:

- a second connector contact, comprising a number of

second contact poles, for connecting with the second cas

sette contact,

- a number of pole connectors, such as comprising

wires, for connecting of at least a part of the number of

first contact poles of the first cassette contact with at

least a part of the second contact poles of the second

connector contact.

22. Frame according to claim 21 comprising a pole

connector housing for protecting of at least a number of

pole connectors, preferably being part of the bicycle con

nector .

23. Frame according to claim 21 or 22 in which the

bicycle connector comprises a bridging element for mutu

ally connecting of the first connector contact with the

second connector contact, preferably for the purpose of

providing a mutual orientation.

24. Frame according to one or more of the preceding

claims 21-23 wherein the first connector contact and/or

the second connector contact comprises contact poles for

the purpose of transferring a charging current to a



battery and/or a charging current to a drive motor of the

bicycle .

25. Frame according to one or more of the preceding

claims 21-24 wherein the first connector contact and or

the second connector contact comprises contact poles for

the purpose of transferring of an information signal or a

control signal from a subsystem or to a subsystem.

26. Frame according to one or more of the preceding

claims 24-25 comprising a combination of contact poles for

the purpose of a charging current and contact poles for

the purpose of an information signal or a control signal.

27. Frame according to one or more of the preceding

claims wherein the bicycle connector comprises guide means

for guiding and or centering of the respective connector

contact during mutual connection of the respective cas

sette contact and connector contact.

28. Frame according to one or more of the preceding

claims wherein the contact comprise pen contacts or ball

contacts .

29. Frame according to one or more of the preceding

claims wherein the mutual relative sizing of the bicycle

connector and at least one tube element is such that the

bicycle connector is passable through this tube element.

30. Frame according to claim 29 wherein the bicycle

connector is passable towards a coupling or bend between

this tube element and a second tube element for arrange

ment at the location of this coupling or bend for the



purpose of providing a connector connection between the

first tube element and the second tube element by means of

the bicycle connector.

31. Frame according to one or more of the preceding

claims 21-30 wherein the first cassette contact is func

tionally arrangeable in the top tube of the bicycle, and

wherein the second cassette contact is functionally ar

rangeable in the bottom tube of the bicycle.

32. Frame according to one or more of the preceding

claims 21-31 comprising fastening means for fastening of

the bicycle connector in a functional position.

33. Frame according to claim 32 in which the fas

tening means are arranged such that these are operable

from the bottom side and or the top side of the head tube.

34. Frame according to one or more of the preceding

claims 21-33 wherein the first and second cassette contact

are each arranged for a respective connection function, or

wherein the first and second cassette contact are identi

cal .

35. Frame according to one or more of the preceding

claims wherein the tube element with therein arrangeable

bicycle cassette have a mutual guiding shape such that the

cassette is only arrangeable in the tube element in an

orientation fitting with finding connection between the

cassette contact and the connector contact.



36. Bicycle connector according to one or more of the

preceding claims 20-35 for a bicycle according to one or

more of the preceding claims, comprising:

- a first connector contact, comprising a number of

contact poles, for connecting with the first cassette con

tact,

- at least in output contact for connecting with a

respective subsystem,

- wherein the bicycle connector is arrangeable in the

respective first tube element of the tube assembly.

37. Bicycle connector according to claim 35 compris

ing :

- a second connector contact, comprising a number of

second contact poles, for connecting with the second cas

sette contact,

- a number of pole connectors, such as comprising

wires, for connecting of at least a part of the first con

tact poles of the first cassette contact with at least a

part of the number of second contact poles of the second

connector contact.

38. Bicycle connector according to claim 36 or 37

comprising a bridging element for mutually connecting of

the first connector contact with the second connector con

tact, preferably for the purpose of providing a mutual

orientation .

39. Bicycle cassette for holding at least a first of

a number of subsystems, such as a control unit of the bi

cycle for providing of a respective function to the bicy

cle, wherein the first bicycle cassette:



- is arrangeable in at least a first tube element of

the tube assembly,

- comprises a first cassette contact, comprising a

number of contact poles, that is coupleable internally in

the first bicycle cassette with the at least first of the

number of subsystems.

40. Bicycle cassette according to claim 39, wherein

the bicycle cassette:

- is arrangeable in at least a second tube element of

the tube assembly,

- comprises a second cassette contact, comprising a

number of contact poles, that is coupleable internally

with at least a further of the number of subsystems.

41. Bicycle comprising a frame according to one or

more of the preceding claims 1-38 and or a bicycle cas

sette according to claim 39 or 40.
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